Access Constraints:

- **No color**: No recent information
- **Assumed to be open**: Unknown Status

**Road Open**

- Highlands Highway: Main highway temporarily re-opened for light vehicles after bailey bridge is built over damaged Bena Bridge.
  - The National, 23/02/2016

**Road Warning**

- Waghy River: Flooding and landslides near Waghy River
  - The National, 17/02/2016

**Bridge Warning**

- Ivule Bridge, West New Britain: Temporary road access resumes at the washed-out Ivule Bridge, on the Bialla-Kimbe highway
  - Pacific Island Reports, 16/02/2016

**Bridge Closed**

- Hoskings-Kimbe Highway, West New Britain: Flooding reported along the highway at the Siki Junction
  - The National, 16/02/2016

**River Flooding**

- Kainantu District, Eastern Highland: Sections of the road between Kainantu and Yonki Dam, on the Highlands Highway, have collapsed due to heavy rains. Kasam Pass at risk of collapsing
  - EMTV, 18/02/2016